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structure, to fit training data. [6] Recently, many
researchers modify Kohonen’s neighborhood relationship
to propose some special architectures of SOM for some
application fields. [7][8] However, these extensions still
rely on fixed neighborhood relationship, thus new
architectures of SOM should be sophisticatedly designed
for achieving special requirements of new applications.
[9][ IO] Therefore, the investigation of SOM neighborhood
relationship to generate automatically growing neural
network becomes more and more important. [1I][ 121
This paper proposes a dynamic neighborhood
relationship to improve Kohonen’s SOM, called
Evolutionary SOM (ESOM). Two basic differentiation
operations of graph are developed, analyzed and
implemented. Similar to Nature’s evolution, these two
operations make neighborhood relationship grow up
dynamically, then the resultant network of ESOM can
track input data well.
Section 2 defines several basic concepts of Kohonen’s
SOM and discusses ts training model and evaluation
criteria. The evolution of graph is studied in Section 3,
and two differentiation operations are developed and
analyzed. Section 4 designs several modules for the
implementation of ESOM. One example is given and the
resultant network is compared with those from Kohonen’s
SOM in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 makes a brief
conclusion.

ABSTRACT
Extending Kohonen’s SOM, this paper proposes one
kind of dynamically growing neural network, called
Evolutionary SOM (ESOW. Firstly, the output layer of
SOM is represented by a so-called neighborhood graph,
where nodes are neurons’ weights and edges are the
neighborhood relationships of SOM Then two basic
differentiation operations, node differentiation and edge
differentiation, are proposed for network diferentiation.
As Nature’s evolution, each generation of ESOM includes
several species of neural nets and the survivors of
competition will diferentiate to the next generation.
This kind of evolution is implemented as two new
modules of ESOM in addition to Kohonen s SOM toolbox
in Matlab. A cross pattern with 1000 data points is taken
as example. The results show that there are a large
quantity of unnecessary neurons in Kohonen’s SOMs:
whereas, the resultant ESOM has much less size and better
j h e s s to training input.
keywords: Self Organizing Map, neighborhood, evolution,
diferentiation

1. Introduction
In 1973, Kohonen proposed a new generation of
neural network model, called Self-Organizing Map, then
opened a new research topic in artificial neural network
[1][2]. In this Kohonen’s SOM, there is no hidden layer
and based on its learning strategy, those neurons in output
layer form a specific structure. When a neuron wins a
chance of updating weights, its neighbors within some
specific range of the output layer will follow this learning.
This neighborhood relationship in the output layer makes
the most significant feature of SOM. And for those
applications with some kinds of relation among outputs,
Kohonen’s SOM provides a last resort. [3][4][5]
In Kohonen’s SOM, the structure of neighborhood
relationship is fixed during the learning phase. This
makes the architectures of resultant neural network be
limited to some special structures, such as mesh or linear
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2. SOM and its training model
This paper extends the neighborhood relationship and
the dynamic architecture of Kohonen’s Self-organizing
Map (SOM) to propose our Evolutionary SOM (ESOM).
Here, the definitions of SOM and its structures have to be
introduced first. And then a training model of SOM is
explained.
The basic structure of SOM is shown in Figure 1,
where the
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j in the output layer. The ouputfunction of

output layer and the j” oulput o is the output of neuron
neuron j in the output layer is
0 ; = f(x’ . W J T ) ,
where f(.) is the threshold function.

f:R+[0,1];
f(.) is discrete.

continuous,

whereas,

whole net becomes stable and can be applied to solve other
testing patterns. In production phase, some new data,

(1)

also called xi,are given as testing patterns in input layer
and the corresponding output 0’ is found out through
Eqs.( 1) and (2).

f(-) is
f:l?+ (0’1)
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when
These outputs O J ’s will
compete through lateral connections in the output layer,
and the output with the largest value of Eq.( I), i.e.
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Figure 2 Training process of Kohonen’s SOM
Within the four-step training process: data vector X I ,

will increase to value 1 and others will fade out. This is
one kind of winner-take-all.

neuron output oJ, neighboring neurons

Nbd ( j *)

and

updated weights w J ( f + l ) , two factors are very
influential in the formation of resultant neural net: data
vector and neighborhood function. When a data vector

Output Layer

x’ is given in the input layer, the neuron output oJ’s will
be activated and then the neuron

input Layer

x’ - w’

j * with the largest

will be elected as the winner of the competition.

Let 8 be the intersection angle between

w J,

and

XI

Figure 1. Basic structure of Kohonen’s SOM
A special feature of SOM is its neighborhood. The
neighborhood function Ma‘ (. ) of SOM defines the
adjacent relationships of the connections among neurons.

the neuron (weight) that is the closest to the training input

When neuron

j * win the competition, its weights and the
weights of its neighboring neurons h B d ( j * ) will be

X’ . This means the production phase of SOM is one kind
of classification problem, called data classijication

modified through

problem. In such problem, several data vector

w’ (f +1)= w J(t)+a(t)
(x’ - w J(t)),

x ’ - w ’‘ =Ix’I IwJI cos 8 indicates the similarity
measure between x’ and w J . Therefore j * (w” ) is

correspond to one

(3)

where j E
( j * ) and a ( f ) is a learning factor.
Since there is no output is needed in the learning process,
such learning is one kind of unsupervised learning. The
most general neighborhood function is Mexican-hat
function, with which the excitation strength of a neuron
decreases as its distance to the activated neuron increases.
As other neural network, Kohonen’s SOM is used in
two phases: training phase and production phase. In the

w’

and this

center of these data cluster X I ’ S .
shown in the upper part of Figure 3.

x’

’s will

w J represents a

data

This relationship is

In data classification problem, the winning neuron j *
is defined a fbnction of input vector
classifcation index:

C,,,,(X’)= j * =argmax(x’ - w J T ) ,

XI,

called
(4)

which also indicates the cluster of X I . For each cluster,
the classifcation error can be defined as the accumulated
distance between data vectors and its data center:

beginning of training phase, weight vectors W”S are
initialized with small random numbers. As one training
pattern x’ is given in the input layer, all the outputs o ’s
in the output layer appear as Eq.(l) and one output, say

c&(x’)=;’

j * ,wins the competition by Eq.(2). Then the winning
.*
neuron J and its neighbors Nbd (j *) will modify their

Moreover, the whole classzjkation error of SOM is

composed by those errors of all data centers:

weights through Eq.(3). Such training process is repeated,
as shown in Figure 2. After a long-term training, the

i
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C,,(x’)=j

J

t

which is a pe&rmance index of the training results.
On the other hand, different formations of SOM
network with same data vector can be generated by
different neighborhood functions. This is the network
Besides the
structurization problem in Figure 3.
classification error discussed previously, Figure 4 presents
another important evaluation criteria of SOM. In Figure
4, both neurons have the same weights but the left one will
be more efficient than the right one. Different values of
weights come from their different initial values of weights.
Although these two resultant graphs are isomorphic, an
energy function have to be provided to evaluate such
structure differences of training results.

Through graph theory, weight vectors in the training
model of Figure 3 can be translated into several simple
graphs. First of all, the data centers (weights, clusters)

W ={w1,w2,
...}

obtained
from solving data
classification problem can be treated as a null graph
Go( , 4 ) ,where node set is W and dge set is empty.
And all the input data vectors have been classified into
these clusters. Therefore, a null graph Go( W , @ )is
formed before the weight update in network structurization
problem. Moreover, Go ( W , $ ) is possible to be

w

extended to combine the
neighborhood function
Nbd (-) to form a neighborhood graph GN( W ,N ) ,
where

N={edge(w’,wk):w k E N b d ( w J ) } ,
o :data center (weight)

q.(3)

ID

&s =

G :naighhorhood graph

Figure 4. Two SOMs with the same neurons
Applying the neighborhood concept to the above
classification error, we define the structuralization error of
a neuron as the accumulated distance between its weights
and those weights of its neighbors:

d, (j>= Cd(w’,wk 1,

(7)

keNbd(j)

Therefore, the whole structurization error of SOM is
composed by those errors of all neurons:
keAfd(J)

(10)

Cd(W’,Wk),
eige(wJ,wk)wv

E ,we 3. Two-problem model of SOM’s train

J

J

Traditionally, the training of SOM is focused on the
minimization of the classification error, which then gives
the learning rule Eq.(3) as one kind of delta rule. For
obtaining more suitable SOM, the structurization error has
to be taken into consideration. In the following, an
evolutionary SOM combining learning algorithm with
evolution algorithm is proposed based on the optimization
of structurization error Es .

if the energy function combined with EC and
is
suitably defined.
When the neighborhood structure N of SOM is fixed,
the optimization of network can only adjust the values of
connection weights. Only when the weight vectors can be
dynamically changed, it is possible to obtain optimal SOM
structure to fit the training inputs. This is the motivation
of our Evolutionary SOM (ESOM).
Since the network structure is represented by
neighborhood graph, the evolution of SOM is also based
on the evolution of simple graph. Here, two basic
evolution operations of graph are designed to process
graph evolution: node differentiation and edge
differentiation. Node differentiation means the process of
dividing a node into two nodes; whereas, edge
differentiation is the splitting of an edge into two edges.
(1). Node differentiation
In a simple graph, one node is selected as the
differentiation point, then a new node is generated
with a new edge connected to the origin node, as
Figure 5 shown. When the original node has several
edges connected to other node, the differentiation is
more complex. In this condition, these edges are
distributed to both nodes. Figure 6 shows some
cases of such edge distribution.
A node
differentiation operator NodeDiff ; ) is defined
as
(a

3. E v o l u t i ~of~gra

(9)

during the learning of weight vectors. The edge set of a
graph represents the internal structure of this graph;
therefore, the edge set N of an SOM includes all the
internal structure of this SOM. When such structure N
is fEed during training process, the structurization error
Eq.(8) can be optimized through
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,e

G, = NodeDifl(G,,Vj,(ek)),
where G, (.;)

(1 1)

is the transformed graph and

GI (-;) is the original graph with selected node y.
and adjacent edge set {e, }, k E { 1,2,..., p ( K . ) ) ,
p(y.)= the connection degree of V,. in GI.

I

v,

v,

Figure 5. Node differentiation

IX + HI
~-

~

Figure 6. Edge distribution of node differentiation

Figure 8. A graph evolution example

(2). Edge differentiation

r

This type of differentiation is just to split one
selected edge into two edges. These two edges own
the same two nodes, as Figure 7 shown. Similar to
node differentiation operator, an edge differentiation
) is defined as:
operator HgeDifi
(e

Figure 9. Modified edge differentiation operator

,e

G, = EdgeDW(G,,e, ),

Figure 9 reveals the possibility that more than one
differentiation operator can be used to compose high-level
differentiation operator. Such combination may be very
useful. The following demonstrates two examples, mesh
differentiation and branch differentiation :

(12)

G2(.,.) is the transformed graph and G, (.,.) is
the original graph with selected edge e, .
where

Figure 7. Edge differentiation
Figure 8 illustrates a complete evolution process of
two kinds of basic differentiation operators. With such
procedure, any connected graph can be evolved through
these two differentiation operators.
For neighborhood graphs, two edges with the same
nodes represent only one neighboring relationship, then
make redundancy. However, any edge differentiation of
SOM will be followed with a node differentiation, as
Figure 9 shown.
Therefore, these two basic
differentiation operations constitute a modi3ed edge
differentiation operator :
G2= M i d g e D i f f (G,,e, ,V, ,{ek))
A
(13)
= NdeDifl(EdgeDifl(Gl,e,.),V, ,(ek))

G, = Bmcldliff(G,,V,)
-A

,

=~~eDj~(NWeDifff(G,,V,,(J,I:,#)
as shown in Figures 10 and 11. The former example is
used in traditional SOM training and the latter is recently
used in image processing. [CTC94]
After analyzing the basic differentiation operations of
graph and depicting how to compose high-level
differentiation operators, we will utilize these
differentiation operators to design our Evolutionary SOM
in next section.

7
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5. Example and Evaluation

v;

K

Figure 10. Mesh differentiation

Figure 11. Branch differentiation

4. Design of Evolutionary SOM

‘

Before designing the modules of ESOM, we first look
at the modules in Kohonen’s SOM. As mentioned above,
the operation of SOM is divided into two phases: training
phrase and production phrase, each of which is executed
by dedicated modules as follows:
Initialization module
@B
Training module
@B
Production module
Evolutionary SOM (ESOM) is an extension of
Kohonen’s SOM basically. The major difference of
ESOM’s modules is the evolution issue. In Nature’s
evolution, different species with different adaptability
coexist in the same space. Those species having good
performance are able to proliferate.
In the
implementation of ESOM, training module will generate
many kinds of weights of SOMs (species); selection
module controls the size of evolutionary SOM group and
decides which species of neural net should stay in the next
generation. Then these living SOMs get the chance to
proliferate in the differentiation module. The whole
operations of ESOM are shown in Figure 12.
Except that the training module of ESOM will
produce more than one weight as species for evolution, the
operations of initialization module, training module and
production module in ESOM are just the same as those in
Kohonen’s SOM. There are two more modules in ESOM:
selection module and differentiation module, whose
operations are described in the following:
Selection module
0
Differentiation module
The new two modules form an evolution phase and the
training module, selection module and differentiation
constitute a learning cycle.

The Neural Network Toolbox of Matlab is used as the
foundation for implementing ESOM in this paper. As
mentioned, the training module needs to be modified to
train all species of the present generation. At the same
time, another two additional modules should be included in
the operation of ESOM.
With these functions, both traditional Kohonen’s SOM
and Evolutionary SOM are established. 1000 data points
scattering around a cross are taken as our training data, as
Figure 13a shown. The training results of two kinds of
Kohonen’s SOMs, Mesh-SOM and Linear-SOM, are
shown in Figures 13b and 13c. On the other hand, the
resultant ESOM is shown in Figure 13d.
Since the input patterns of training data (cross shape)
are far from those in assigned Kohonen’s SOMs (mesh and
linear shapes), many neurons (1 8 and 17 neurons for each,
SOM near 20%) fail to be data center of any cluster,
therefore the overall structures of resultant SOMs fail to
follow the training data pattern. On the other hand, the
training result of ESOM shows much better and there is no
unnecessary neuron.
Furthermore, the comparison between classification
errors and the sizes of neural nets is made in Figure 14.
Note that Kohonen’s SOMs, no matter whether Mesh or
Linear, are trained with different number of neurons, so the
resultant curves are discrete. However, the training
process of ESOM is continuous and then can be stopped
when suitable energy function (error) is obtained.
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6. Conclusion
Through analyzing the differentiation mechanism of
graph, this paper proposes an algorithm of Evolutionary
SOM. In such ESOM, both classification error and
structurization error are taken into consideration. Two
basic differentiation operations are developed for the
evolution of graph. Similar to Nature’s evolution, each
generation of ESOM includes several species of neural
nets and the survivors of competition will differentiate to
the next generation. In addition to Kohonen’s SOM
toolbox in Matlab, two new modules are designed in the
implementation of ESOM.
From the example in last section, Figure 13d shows
that the resultant network of ESOM can track input data
properly. Such advantage is not able to be depicted from
the classification error in Figure 14. This is because the
classification error does not include those neurons not
representing any data cluster. Such phenomenon will be
avoided by improving the definition of classification error
in the near future. Moreover, the present evolution
scheme only considers the proliferation of neurons. A
pruning algorithm has to be added to eliminate some less

representative neurons.
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